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ABSTRACT

Agents within an open multi-agent system are located
through their advertisements with middle agents. Such ad-
vertisements describe the agent's capability, ontology, query
or task speci�cation, and details about the data returned
once the task has been completed. Agents may have similar
capabilities, but exhibit di�erent models of user interaction.
A case study of a multi-agent system is described which con-
tains a variety of di�erent agents, some of which have func-
tionally similar capabilities but involve di�erent types of user
interaction. We demonstrate how the choice of user interac-
tion can have a signi�cant e�ect on the performance of the
whole agent community. This leads to the proposal that an
agent's interactive style should also be included within its
capability advertisement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As the number and variety of agents that appear on the
World Wide Web increase, frameworks that allow agents to
seek and cooperate with other relevant agents have emerged.
Various software agents that provide di�erent services have
already been deployed on the Web. These agents may pro-
vide specialized or periodic information from certain infor-
mation sources, or may perform some task or service based

on information they are given. From the perspective of ser-
vices, there are three general agent categories: service pro-
viding agents, service requesting agents and middle agents
that help service providers �nd service requesters [18]. Ser-
vice providers possess certain know-how or capabilities (e.g.
planning routes between two points within a city) that ser-
vice requesters may desire. In addition, service providers
have a set of service parameters (e.g. cost, reliability, avail-
ability etc.). Service requesters, on the other hand, have
a set of preferences for particular types of parameters as-
sociated with desired capabilities. Providers advertise their
capabilities and service parameters with one or more middle
agents, and requesters request agents with particular capa-
bilities and select a provider according to their preferences.

There are several di�erent ways in which middle agents
interact with service providers and service requesters [18],
depending on factors such as reliability, privacy, eÆciency
etc. For example, middle agents may have knowledge of
both the capabilities and preferences of di�erent agents, and
thus act as brokers [22]; such middle agents are often used
within market-based systems. Another sub-class of middle
agents are generally known as matchmakers, yellow pages
or directory agent systems [18, 20, 5, 7]. These only have
knowledge about the capabilities of service providers. Thus,
if an agent has some preferences, it can query the middle
agent, which then returns a list of agents whose capabilities
match the preference query.

In addition to middle agents, other classes of agent ex-
ist. Agents may also be classed as information agents, task
agents, and interface agents. In the Retsina system, for ex-
ample [17], interface agents interact with the user, providing
a mechanism whereby users can specify tasks, and inspect
the results. They may acquire, model, and utilize user pref-
erences to guide system coordination in support of the user's
tasks [13]. Task agents help users perform tasks by formu-
lating problem solving plans and carrying out these plans
through querying and exchanging information with other
software agents [12]. Information agents provide intelligent
access to a heterogeneous collection of information sources
[3].

The choice of task agent and the approach used by the
interface agent to interact with the human can a�ect the
behavior and utility of the agent society. Many interface
agents determine user pro�les to personalize the performance
of an agent, or to improve the assistance provided by the



Figure 1: MokSAF Interface Agent.

agent [10, 11, 13]. In doing so, the interface agent may have
to contact several di�erent service providing agents, where
each agent might share the same capabilities. The choice
of agent tasked will not only a�ect the overall utility of the
assistance provided by the interface agent, but may require
the agent to change the way in which it interacts with the
human.

In this paper, we examine the role of interaction between
the human and interface agent, and how this interaction is
determined by the choice of service provider. We demon-
strate that as the interaction varies, the utility of the inter-
face agent can change. Thus, whist some agents may share
similar advertisements (in terms of capabilities), the way
they interact with the human through the interface agent
can di�er and thus have an e�ect on the overall utility. This
is illustrated though the MokSAF multi-agent environment
[14], which has been used to explore team dynamics, and to
investigate the roles that di�erent agents can play within a
heterogeneous team of humans and software agents. Finally,
we propose that the advertisement of an agent should in-
clude information about the mode of user interaction, and
suggest that an ontology for interactions should be provided.

Section 2 introduces the MokSAF environment, and de-
scribes the di�erent MokSAF agents. Three di�erent task
agents that have similar capabilities but involve di�erent
user interactions are also presented. The experimental sce-

nario and methodology are described in Section 3. The re-
sults are presented in Section 4 and the implication for agent
advertisements are discussed in Section 5.

2 THE MOKSAF ENVIRONMENT

Emergency response tasks, both military and civilian, are
characterized by environmental uncertainty, stress, and time
criticality of decision making. The decision making process
is distributed across di�erent team members with di�erent
expertise, who are distributed in space and time, and who
act with incomplete information in an uncertain environ-
ment. Hence, high quality computer assistance is critical.
Software agents have emerged as a suitable metaphor for
interacting with computer processes that assist human deci-
sion making. Such software agents can reduce the amount of
interaction between humans and the computer system and
allow the humans to concentrate on other activities, such
as assessing the situation, making decisions, or reacting to
changes in the system [21]. In addition, such agents should
not only retrieve information on request; but they should
actively and intelligently anticipate, adapt and actively seek
ways to support users [1, 19].
However, the bene�ts of software agents may be under-

mined by an increase in complexity and resulting confu-
sion when interacting with the agent. New skills, such as



task decomposition and delegation, may be required to in-
teract with sophisticated software agents or agent commu-
nities [19]. Conversely, those agents which shield us from
complex interactions by quietly looking over our shoulders
to anticipate our actions may actually decrease our situa-
tional awareness and leave us uncertain as to what is being
done on our behalf [9]. It is important that users are able to
construct their own goals and values, then decide, plan and
act in ways to help them achieve goals and values. User au-
tonomy can be reduced when users fail to understand what
is happening within a system, when they cannot control the
system, or when the agent and/or system behavior is unpre-
dictable. Deskilling may also occur when the agent makes
decisions for the user rather than just providing advice, or
if the user is prevented from making his/her own decisions
[6, 16]. These diÆculties can be compounded where multiple
agents and humans are required to work as a team. Under
such conditions, cascading delegation among software agents
and passive assistance may complicate the already challeng-
ing task of cooperating, communicating, and monitoring the
other human team members.
The MokSAF environment is an open architecture multi-

agent environment developed to explore teamwork within
heterogeneous human/agent teams. It consists of a number
of interface agents that present situation information to the
human team members, provide tools to allow the team mem-
bers to investigate a variety of di�erent plans, and to com-
municate and coordinate with other humans through other
interface agents. In addition, a variety of route planning
agents are available within MokSAF that assist the humans
when generating plans. These agents are not contacted di-
rectly, but tasked indirectly through each user's interface
agent. A Matchmaker middle agent is used by the agents
to register agent capabilities, and locate other agents. The
agents use KQML [5] to communicate with each other, and
with the middle agent.

2.1 M okSAF Interface Agents

MokSAF interface agents provide a mechanism by which hu-
mans (acting as military commanders) collaborate in plan-
ning a military exercise or mission. A mission plan consists
of one or more platoons of heterogeneous units, an agreed
rendezvous time and location, and a set of routes for each
platoon. The platoons start from di�erent points, and each
route ends at a common rendezvous. Each commander is
responsible for the composition of one of the platoons, and
for determining the route taken by that platoon. The com-
manders determine the individual routes and platoon com-
positions via the MokSAF interface agents and route plan-
ning agents or RPAs. In addition, the interface agents allow
commanders to share routes with each other, and display the
di�erent routes on his/her interface agent (See Figure 1).

MokSAF is loosely based on a virtual battle�eld simula-
tion called MODSAF (MODular Semi-Automated Forces),
and has been implemented within the Retsina multi-agent
framework [17]. Although MODSAF is a rich simulation
environment, the training and knowledge requirements are
beyond what can easily be provided to the participants as
part of this research. Figure 1 shows part of a MokSAF
interface agent, including the terrain map and the toolbar.
When MokSAF is invoked, each commander's interface

agent and several route planning agents register with the
Matchmaker. Each interface agent displays a list of other
agents that are registered and that can participate in a mis-
sion. A commander can then use the interface agent to con-
tact other commanders and other MokSAF agents.

A commander can use the tools supplied by the interface
agent to inspect the characteristics of a variety of di�erent
vehicles and other units, and to form the platoon. There
are a number of factors the commander must consider, such
as limited resources (e.g. fuel and unit types), the local
geography (which may be unsuitable for certain units) and
the speed characteristics of the units themselves. He/she
can also inspect a terrain map, and may have to update the
map to reect mission data, such as locations that must be
avoided, changes to the destination etc.

To provide e�ective assistance, a commander's interface
agent needs to be aware of intangible constraints, which may
be transient and unstructured, such as \when on an exercise,
avoid routes that go near schools during a semester, unless
the platoon consists of light vehicles". These should be en-
coded in a form that can then be shared with other agents.
Some form of feedback should also be provided so that the
commander can verify that the encoding is correct. Intangi-
ble constraints are represented by shaded rectangles drawn
on the terrain map, which represent areas that the platoon
should avoid. Once drawn, these constraints can be shared
with other agents such as the route planning agents, which
can then utilize this knowledge when providing assistance
with future routes.

Figure 2: Registering with a Matchmaker.



Each commander can communicate with other comman-
ders through their respective interface agents. These agents
maintain a history of the communications for later reference.
Each sent message is annotated with the name of the issuing
commander. Commanders can elect whether to \broadcast"
their messages to all the other commanders on the team or
whether to send the message to a speci�c teammate. Mes-
sages consist of textual dialog pertaining to the comman-
der's plans, negotiations regarding the allocation of units,
recommendations for suggested changes to the rendezvous
location and/or time, and other requests for information.
In addition, commanders may also share their latest routes
with other commanders. These shared routes can then be
superimposed on the individual maps (as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1).
As the commanders formulate their plans, they may re-

quest assistance from a route planning agent or RPA. Three
RPAs have been developed and are described in the follow-
ing section. The mechanism used to register and locate
agents is illustrated in Figure 2. As each RPA is created,
it registers it's capabilities with the Matchmaker (1). For
now, all agents within the MokSAF environment assume the
same ontology to avoid the ontological mismatch problem
[2]. Each time a commander requests assistance with gener-
ating a route, the interface agent contacts the Matchmaker
and requests a list of agents that can provide this service (2).
The Matchmaker compares the request with the capabilities
that have been registered by the di�erent RPAs, and returns
this list to the interface agent (3). The interface agent can
then directly contact any of the agents in the returned list
(4), and request assistance with generating a route.

2.2 M okSAF Route Planning Agents

Three di�erent methods for determining individual routes
have been investigated using three di�erent RPAs: the Naive
RPA, Cooperative RPA and Autonomous RPA. These agents
assist the commanders by helping with one aspect of the
commander's task; planning a route. Thus the commander
can focus on achieving the correct composition of units at
the rendezvous.
Although several other studies have proposed various

route-planning algorithms [8, 15], the agents described here
utilize an o�-road route-planning algorithm based on Dijk-
stra's shortest path algorithm [4] to generate or re�ne mini-
mum cost routes between two points. Each RPA consults a
digital terrain map that represents several classes of terrain
(such as highways, freeways, forested areas, grassland, wa-
terways etc.). The cost of traversing each pixel on the map is
computed as the weighted sum of several coeÆcients, where
each coeÆcient is dependant on the terrain type and two
weighted platoon attributes: speed and fuel economy. The
speed attribute is determined by �nding the slowest speed of
each of the units within that platoon (i.e. the platoon may
travel no faster than its slowest unit). The fuel-economy at-
tribute corresponds to the total volume of fuel consumed by
the vehicles within the platoon. As certain units may only
traverse certain terrain types, this may also constrain the
route of the �nal path. Each terrain type has an associated
traversal weight; these can be used to favor or discourage
routes from crossing certain terrain. The attribute weights
determine the relevance of the two platoon attributes (speed

and fuel-economy). Thus, by varying these weights, it is pos-
sible to determine the fastest route, the most fuel economic
route, or a route that combines both attributes.

Naive RPA

The Naive RPA acts more as an adviser or critic, than as
an agent that generates routes. When tasked, it requests in-
formation about an existing route, the characteristics of the
platoon, and details of any existing intangible constraints.
The route consists of a series of midpoints between a start
and rendezvous point. The commander is responsible for
plotting these midpoints on the terrain map within his/her
interface agent (Figure 3). The Naive RPA then analyses
this route, and checks it's validity. A valid route is one that
avoids intangible constraints, and that crosses those terrains
suitable for the platoon (e.g. it checks that a platoon com-
prising of heavy tanks does not attempt to cross a large
river or dense forest). If such violations occur, the route
is annotated to reect this. In addition, estimates of fuel
consumption and arrival time are calculated. If the platoon
runs out of fuel en-route, the route is also annotated. This
information is then returned to the interface agent, which
presents the annotated map to the commander.

Figure 3: When tasking the Naive RPA, the interface agent
represents routes drawn by the commander as line segments
between a series of midpoints on the map.

As the Naive RPA provides very simple assistance to the
commanders, it has been used as a baseline from which to
evaluate the performance of the other route planning agents.

Cooperative RPA

The Cooperative RPA is similar to the Naive RPA as it
also requests a series of midpoints between a start and ren-
dezvous point, and details about the platoon and intangi-
ble constraints. However, in this case, the midpoints do
not represent a speci�c route, but represent a wide corridor
which constrains the commander's desired route (see Figure
4). The Cooperative RPA generates a new route within this
corridor, that maximizes the speed of the platoon and thus
reduces the expected time of arrival of the platoon. This
route takes into account the characteristics of the platoon,
and avoids crossing intangible constraints.



Figure 4: When tasking the Cooperative RPA, the interface
agent represents routes drawn by the commander as corri-
dors across the map. The Cooperative RPA then determines
a route within this corridor.

There is no guarantee that if the platoon follows the route,
it will arrive at the rendezvous point with fuel to spare.
Thus, the agent estimates the fuel costs, and if there is a
shortage of fuel, the route is annotated to reect this.

Autonomous RPA

The Autonomous RPA di�ers slightly from the previous two
agents in that it discards the midpoints generated by the
commander. Instead, it determines the optimal route be-
tween the start and rendezvous points, taking into account
the characteristics of the platoon, and any intangible con-
straints that the commander has de�ned. If estimates of
fuel usage indicate that the platoon will run out of fuel en-
route, then the attribute weights are adjusted until a more
appropriate route is found. If no such route can be gener-
ated, then the fastest route will be annotated to indicate
at what point fuel levels are exhausted, and this annotated
route is sent to the interface agent for presentation to the
commander.
The commander may request alternative routes by modi-

fying the weights associated with each type of terrain. The
commander speci�es whether or not a speci�c type of ter-
rain should be preferred, and the corresponding weight is
then modi�ed until a new route is generated [15]. Alterna-
tively, the commander can request a faster or more economic
route.

3 EXPERIMENTATION

We conducted three sets of experiments to test the e�ec-
tiveness of the assistance that the di�erent RPAs and their
interaction modes can provide. Twenty-�ve three-person
teams were recruited from the University of Pittsburgh and
Carnegie Mellon University communities. Subjects were re-
cruited as intact teams, consisting of friends or acquain-
tances. Teammates needed to communicate with one an-
other to complete their tasks successfully. Within each ex-
periment, only one of the three route planning agents were
made available to the commanders. Thus, the assistance of
each type of RPA can be compared and contrasted. The Au-
tonomous RPA used in this study used static weights, and

thus commanders were unable to request alternative routes
by modifying terrain or attribute weights.

3.1 Experimental Scenario

The problem that the team of commanders has to solve
within an experimental scenario is as follows: each comman-
der must select appropriate vehicles to constitute his/her
platoon so that:

1. The platoon should reach the shared rendezvous point
before a given deadline.

2. The platoon should reach the shared rendezvous point
without running out of fuel.

3. The route taken by each platoon should result in mini-
mal possible fuel consumption.

4. The platoon should visit certain mid-points en-route.

5. The route should not violate any physical constraints
(such as crossing densely forested areas with large ve-
hicles).

6. The route should not violate intangible constraints
(where an intangible constraint might specify \avoid
this region as it is a suspected mine�eld").

7. The combined platoons should contain a minimum sub-
set of speci�ed units at the rendezvous.

This is a complex constraint optimization problem. Each
vehicle has di�erent characteristics with respect to the types
of terrain it can traverse and moreover, the vehicle's speed
and fuel consumption depends on the type of terrain being
crossed at a given time interval. In addition, the intangible
constraints must be somehow represented so they can be
taken into consideration during problem solving. Finally,
the problem is of large scale since the planned route can be
o�-road i.e. vehicles traverse open spaces, such as desert,
grassy areas, or forests (without the advantage of having
marked roads to constrain the search).
This task has a variety of characteristics, some of which

are easy for humans to deal with and some that are diÆcult.
What makes the task easy for humans is its visual nature,
namely the fact that routes can be drawn on the map. In
contrast, it is very diÆcult for humans to calculate path
lengths, vehicle speeds or fuel consumption. These latter
characteristics make the task more amenable to agent-based
team assistance.
Each team member was assigned the role of one of three

commanders (Alpha, Bravo or Charlie). Each commander
was given a di�erent starting point but shared a common
rendezvous point with the others. The commanders were
told to coordinate the number and types of units that they
planned to move from the individual start points to the
rendezvous point. A mission brie�ng was supplied to the
commanders which listed a minimal subset of vehicles that
should be at the rendezvous point at the end of each session.
In addition, the commanders were instructed to avoid gen-
erating routes that lay on the same path as those generated
by the other commanders, and that they should coordinate
their routes to avoid this. Each commander selected units



for his/her platoon from a list of available units. Comman-
ders were given 15 minutes to determine the composition
of their platoon, and plan a route from a starting point to
the rendezvous point for that platoon. Once a commander
was satis�ed with the individual route, this route should be
shared with the other commanders to identify and resolve
any conicts. Conicts could arise due to shared routes,
shared resources, or the inability of a commander to reach
the rendezvous point at the speci�ed time.

4 RESULTS

In general, the routes generated with the assistance of the
Naive RPA were found to be longer, and hence platoons con-
sumed more fuel and arrived later at the rendezvous than the
other two RPAs. The route lengths were measured at two
time intervals; when each commander �rst shared his/her
individual route with the other commanders, and at the end
of the session. Thus the performance of each commander
could be evaluated when the individual routes are �rst gen-
erated (and hence reect the commander's individual goals),
and when the routes (and platoon composition) are re�ned
in light of the other commander's routes.

The bar graphs in Figure 5 illustrate the di�erences in
route lengths when comparing all three RPAs. The routes
generated by theAutonomous RPA or Cooperative RPA were
signi�cantly shorter (p < 0.001) than the Naive RPA. Al-
though there was no signi�cant di�erence between the routes
generated by either Autonomous RPA or Cooperative RPA,
commanders took longer in generating routes prior to shar-
ing when interacting with the Cooperative RPA than the
users who were assisted by the Autonomous RPA, with more
than a third of them failing to �nd a valid route before their
team mates initiated route sharing. Despite this, Cooper-
ative RPA users were found to identify shorter paths (p <
0.01) than Autonomous RPA users at time of route sharing
and were found to maintain a slight (though not statistically
signi�cant) advantage by the end of the session (see Figure
5).

The most observable di�erence between the three route
planning agents was not in the quality of the routes gen-
erated, but rather in the substantially greater time that it
took users of the Naive RPA to construct a route. The coor-
dinated routes at the end of each experiment were uniformly
better for each of the commanders that interacted with the
Autonomous RPA or the Collaborative RPA, and also for
the team as a whole. Despite this clear superiority, subjects
who used the Autonomous RPA frequently expressed frus-
tration with the indirection required to coerce the behavior
of the agent by adding additional intangible constraints to
the map, and then requesting new routes. Several subjects
remarked that they wished they could \just draw the route
by hand".

With the Naive RPA, subject complaints focused more
closely on the minutiae of interaction. In its current form,
the user \draws" a route within the interface agent. Subjects
commented that this process was both tedious and error
prone. When commanders constructed routes, low �delity
routes frequently violated terrain constraints (such as pass-
ing through buildings), and failed to follow optimal paths
such as curves in roads. Although the inclusion of additional

Figure 5: Variation in the length of the generated routes.

points into the route was found to resolve this problem, the
process was time consuming. Hence, subjects found that
they spent more time re�ning their individual routes, as op-
posed to coordinating with other team members to improve
the overall team task.

Subjects who used the Cooperative RPA seemed satis�ed
with their modes of interaction, and yet experienced some
diÆculty in rapidly constructing valid routes. This diÆculty
was particularly acute for the Alpha commanders. This sug-
gests that neither the Cooperative RPA or Autonomous RPA
provide a panacea for route planning, but that each has it's
own advantages and disadvantages, depending on the type
of route required.

5 DISCUSSION

We have developed a complex team planning environment in
which users interact with various interface agents, and can
task other agents (in this case, one of three route planning
agents) to assist them in achieving their goals. Although
three very di�erent RPAs were developed, they all had sim-
ilar capabilities, each requested the same input parameters,
and returned the same type of output parameters. However,
each required di�erent types of interaction with the user.
The experiments demonstrated that of the three, the Coop-
erative RPA and Autonomous RPA both generated superior
routes. In addition, although the routes generated Cooper-
ative RPA were slightly better, users could generate routes
quicker when using the Autonomous RPA.

Although a matchmaker was used in the above experi-
ments, in each case only a single type of RPA was regis-
tered. In our current implementation, the advertisements of
the three route planning agents can only be di�erentiated
through idiosyncratic labels within the service parameters;



i.e. there is a service parameter which has one of three enu-
merated types: fnaive, autonomous, cooperativeg. This pa-
rameter is also used by the interface agent to determine the
type of interaction to present to the user. Whist this has
provided a short term ad-hoc solution to the problem of dif-
ferentiating between the RPAs, it is clearly not ideal. Such
an approach might be acceptable within a closed world agent
community. However, these labels are meaningless within an
open agent community.
Some description of the user interaction is necessary not

only to di�erentiate the di�erent agents, but also to de�ne
the type of interaction in which the interface agent should
engage the user. One possibility would be to describe the
necessary mode of interaction that an interface agent should
present as a �nite state machine. However, such a descrip-
tion would be impractical for all but the simplest agents,
and the formalism would be very diÆcult to both de�ne and
prove.
We are currently exploring the feasibility of proposing a

new ontology of user interactions. Such an ontology might
consist of a taxonomy of interaction types, ranging from
higher level abstract interactions to lower level atomic in-
terface widgets. Thus, future interface agents would be able
to locate task agents, and from the advertisement, construct
new interface modes based on this new ontology which could
then be presented to the user.
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